
DUNSMUIR HIGH SCHOOL

ASHLAND FIELD TRIP

Wednesday, 
Rodgers

Oklahoma!

 

Music by Richard Rodger
Based on the Play Green Grow the Lilacs

Pioneering new ground with an American classic
It’s a beautiful morning whenever Curl
loves Ado Andy, but Andy loves . . . well, everybody. Meanwhile, in the 1906 Oklahoma Territory 
where they all live, farmers and ranchers lock horns in a battle over water rights and fences. Whe
Oklahoma! opened on Broadway in 1943, brimming with show
storytelling, it revolutionized the American musical. 

Length: Approximately 2 hours, 55 minutes, including one intermission

#OklahomaOSF                   Length: Approximately 2 hours, 20 minutes, including one intermission

See permission slip for trip details

Seating limited so be the f

DUNSMUIR HIGH SCHOOL 

ASHLAND FIELD TRIP and COLLEGE TOUR

Wednesday, October 17, 2018
Rodgers and Hammerstein's 

Oklahoma! 

Angus Bomer Theatre 

Music by Richard RodgersBook & Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 
Green Grow the Lilacs by Lynn Riggs  Original Dances by Agnes de Mill

Directed by Bill Rauch 

Pioneering new ground with an American classic
It’s a beautiful morning whenever Curly sees Laurey, but Laurey’s not so sure about Curly. And Will 
loves Ado Andy, but Andy loves . . . well, everybody. Meanwhile, in the 1906 Oklahoma Territory 
where they all live, farmers and ranchers lock horns in a battle over water rights and fences. Whe
Oklahoma! opened on Broadway in 1943, brimming with show-stopping songs and heartfelt 
storytelling, it revolutionized the American musical.  

: Approximately 2 hours, 55 minutes, including one intermission 

: Approximately 2 hours, 20 minutes, including one intermission

See permission slip for trip details.  (be sure you stay off the “F” list in order to go!)

Seating limited so be the first to get your permission sli
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& Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein  
Original Dances by Agnes de Mille 
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